I ntelligent transportation systems (ITSs) will be a major component of tomorrow's smart cities. However, realizing the true potential of ITSs requires ultralow latency and reliable data analytics solutions that combine, in real time, a heterogeneous mix of data stemming from the ITS network and its environment. Such data analytics capabilities cannot be provided by conventional cloud-centric data processing techniques whose communication and computing latency can be high. Instead, edge-centric solutions that are tailored to the unique ITS environment must be developed. In this article, an edge analytics architecture for ITSs is introduced in which data is processed at the vehicle or roadside smart sensor level to overcome the ITS's latency and reliability challenges. With a higher capability of passengers' mobile devices and intravehicle processors, such a distributed edge computing architecture leverages deep-learning techniques /Ekkasit919 march 2019 | ieee vehicular technology magazine ||| 63 for reliable mobile sensing in ITSs. In this context, the ITS mobile edge analytics challenges pertaining to heterogeneous data, autonomous control, vehicular platoon control, and cyberphysical security are investigated. Then, different deep-learning solutions for such challenges are revealed. The discussed deep-learning solutions enable ITS edge analytics by endowing the ITS devices with powerful computer vision and signal processing functions. Preliminary results show that the introduced edge analytics architecture, coupled with the power of deep-learning algorithms, provides a reliable, secure, and truly smart transportation environment.
Deep-Learning Techniques
ITSs are arguably the most anticipated smart city services [1] . Built on the premise of providing vehicles and transportation infrastructure with connectivity, sensing, and autonomy, ITSs provide safer road travel and ensure effective transportation. To enable this ITS vision, vehicles and transportation infrastructure must be equipped with smart sensors that collect and process a heterogeneous set of data on each vehicle, its passengers, and its environment [1] . This information collection must be done at ultralow latency and in real time, since ITSs must support autonomous, self-driving vehicles. Monitoring and managing the operation of an ITS requires a reliable communication and data analytics infrastructure to transmit and process the various smart sensor data [2] . However, due to the massive number of mobile sensors in an ITS, the transmission of all of the sensor measurements to a remotely located cloud-as is done traditionally-results in high delays, communication network congestion, and computational overload. This is not tolerable for an ITS because any delayed decision in the system might cause congestions, travel delays, and accidents. Therefore, efficient edge computing and analytics frameworks must be proposed to process much of the data at the level of each individual vehicle (and infrastructure) and send only the results to the cloud to meet the ITS latency and reliability challenges.
Current improvements in processing units of mobile devices, which can handle large volumes of data in real time, make them suitable for implementation of ITS edge analytics solutions [3] . Passengers' mobile devices are usable as edge processors because of the vehicle's available power supply. Moreover, every vehicle can be equipped with capable processing devices such as microprocessors, which support complex, edge computing processes. However, for effective data processing, computationally capable edge devices cannot enable the vision of ITSs unless they are coupled with artificially intelligent algorithms that perform optimized edge analytics. To enable such smart, edge analytics, emerging frameworks from deep learning are reliable resources [4] , which have shown their effectiveness in dealing with large image and signal data sets. Deep-learning techniques perform sophisticated functions that cannot be analytically derived, such as image and speech recognition [4] - [6] . Therefore, if properly deployed, deep-learning tools are an effective edge analytics tool for ITSs because they enable heterogeneous ITS data optimization and processing.
Deep-learning approaches have already been proposed for various ITS applications such as those discussed in [7] and [8] . In [7] , the authors proposed a novel deep-learning-based traffic flow prediction method based centered on an autoencoder model that represents traffic flow features for prediction. The work in [8] evaluated the temporal and spatial patterns of transportation network flow using a multitask learning architecture. These early works have shown that deep-learning algorithms outperform conventional regression and time series methods in transportation systems, thus motivating further research in this area.
The main contribution of this article is to investigate the challenges and opportunities introduced by using mobile edge analytics in ITSs. We first overview the data processing challenges in ITSs with a focus on latency, analytics, and computational aspects. To address these challenges, we introduce an edge computing and analytics architecture, shown in Figure 1 , that integrates deep-learning techniques at the ITS edge by incorporating the passengers' intravehicle processors, roadside sensors (i.e., edge components), and mobile devices, which are applicable to our architecture whenever they have enough energy resources to assist in computing simple tasks. Thus, edge components process the ITS data in parallel and reduce the computational overhead on ITSs as well as overcome the dependence on a cloud computing architecture. We then introduce deep-learning techniques for heterogeneous data processing, path planning, vehicular platoon control, driver behavior prediction, and ITS cyberphysical security that, when implemented at the edge of an ITS, reduces the communication and computation load on the cloud.
Here, we note that, although some surveys on deep learning and ITSs already exist [1] , [4] , these existing surveys do not propose any ITS edge analytics framework. In fact, these surveys do not study the reliability and latency challenges pertaining to ITS data analytics. Instead, we propose a novel ITS edge analytics architecture in which deep-learning techniques play a crucial rule by running at the level of edge components, which improve the ITS's decisions while mitigating the latency problems found in cloud computing frameworks, thereby enabling a truly smart transportation system operation. In contrast to conventional ITS architectures [1] where the cloud processes all of the data, in our edge analytics architecture, deep-learning techniques allow edge components to decide independently from the cloud, thus potentially improving the performance of ITSs in terms of reliability and latency. Using edge analytics allows the transmission of only a summary or basic results extracted from big data to the cloud, instead of transmitting the entire generated data.
Opportunities and Challenges of Mobile Edge Analytics in ITSs
ITSs encompass a broad range of mission-critical data analytics tasks that include autonomous control, path planning, and vehicular platooning. Self-driving vehicles will be equipped with numerous sensors capable of collecting measurements from each vehicle's environment. Moreover, ITS edge components are going to become more intelligent, generating high volumes of data that must be processed with low latency to ensure a reliable ITS operation. To operate in an ultralow latency regime, typically, each sensor must generate shorter packet sizes which, when combined with a massive number of sensors, will cause severe degradation in communication throughput. To enhance reliability, more communication resources are needed. As a result, given the limited availability of wireless communication and computational resources at the cloud, achieving the latency and reliability requirements of ITSs bears a great challenge. Relying on a remote cloud to upload data and run sophisticated algorithms yields high end-to-end latency because of the massive computation and communication load generated by the vehicles and roadside sensors.
In this regard, the use of an edge computing architecture, such as the one proposed in Figure 1 , that relies on highly capable edge components to perform ITS edge analytics, can potentially improve both latency and reliability while reducing reliance on a remote cloud. To enable such edge analytics in the context of an ITS, one must meet a number of challenges that range from heterogeneous data integration and vehicular dynamics control to driver behavior prediction. Next, we provide an in-depth explanation of those challenges and discuss the use of deeplearning algorithms to address them.
Heterogeneous Data Sources
Developing autonomous and connected ITSs will require the use of different sensor types to collect a heterogeneous mix of measurements including environmental features, vehicle dynamics, fuel con sumption, and driver fatigue level [1] , [9] . The heterogeneity and sheer volume of such real-time information necessitates high computational resources at the ITS edge to process each data source independently, which will increase latency on the ITS. To improve reliability and latency requirements, optimal processing methods must be deployed at the ITS edge to combine such heterogeneous data to reduce the unnecessary and redundant information and decrease the computational load at the edge components.
Path Planning and Autonomous Control
One key ITS challenge is the optimal routing of self-driving vehicles with the goal of reducing the total road travel delay. Self-driving vehicles must control their speed, direction, and acceleration autonomously [10] . Given the high density of vehicles in crowded streets and the random decisions taken by human drivers, performing vehicular path planning and autonomous control algorithms poses a challenge. Although a centralized cloud can update the path plan and control decision of each self-driving vehicle, this requires real-time tracking of the vehicles as well as the transmission of location information from vehicles to the cloud. Because raw data transmission to the cloud requires high bandwidth and increases the latency over the vehicleto-cloud communication link, relying solely on a cloud for path planning and autonomous control applications will not be suitable in an ITS.
To overcome these challenges, online edge algorithms must be implemented individually by each vehicle to plan future paths and control the vehicle's dynamics. 
Vehicular Platoon Control
Platooning self-driving or driver-controlled vehicles potentially enhance highway safety, improve traffic stability, and reduce fuel consumption [11] . In a platoon, each joining self-driving vehicle, acting as an edge component, must individually make decisions regarding its dynamics with the least effect on the stability of the platoon. The decisions taken by each vehicle require real-time processing and collection of measurements and images from its environment. Using edge analytics enables ultralow latency and reliable operation because it substantially reduces the total communication and computation overhead. A key point here is that, in a platoon, each vehicle experiences a similar environment and collects nearly identical measurements with minimal delay, as compared to its lead vehicle. Hence, mutual information sharing between the vehicles inside a platoon potentially reduces the total computational load in the platoon as well as edge components because of redundant measurements. Additionally, platoons provide an ideal use case for collaborative edge analytics such as federated learning, in which vehicles collaboratively learn a shared prediction model while keeping all of the training data on their own, which helps them to decouple from the cloud [12] .
Semiautonomous ITSs
Next-generation semiautonomous ITSs must ensure the coexistence of both autonomous, self-driving vehicles as well as driver-controlled vehicles. While autonomous vehicles use sensing technologies to optimally navigate to their destination, driver-controlled vehicles still rely on humans; as a result, their decisions are often guided by potentially unpredictable behavior [13] . This coexistence between autonomous controlled vehicles and the unpredictable behavior of human drivers presents new edge analytics challenges. For instance, drivers with unpredictable actions may cause more sensor readings at the edge components that must track the drivers' decisions and optimize the ITS's performance. Thus, novel edge analytics frameworks are necessary for identifying self-driving vehicles from driver-controlled vehicles and predicting the behavior of a driver in the vicinity of other self-driving vehicles. Predicting driver behavior reduces the computational overhead at the edge level because of the reduction in the sensor readings at the edge components in the proximity of drivercontrolled vehicles. This computational load reduction will allow for low-latency edge analytics.
ITS Cyberphysical Security
Along with their performance benefits, edge analytics techniques make the ITS more vulnerable to cyberphysical attacks because adversaries may find it easier to attack the link between vehicles rather than attacking a more secure cloud. Therefore, information-sharing security across ITS edge components is crucial because any faulty sensor measurement and process at the ITS edge can cause accidents and injuries [2] . Moreover, a cyberattacker that injects faulty information into a platoon or autonomous vehicle may cause nonoptimality in their control systems' stability. Therefore, the need exists for new techniques to authenticate and secure the communication links between vehicles as well as between vehicles and cloud. For instance, to implement real-time edge analytics, intervehicle communication must be properly secured against cyberattacks in the vicinity of the vehicles. The ITS must be resilient to possible collisions so as to recover from congestions caused by accidents. Such aforementioned security problems are challenging in the edge architecture because edge components do not rely on a single controller (e.g., cloud) to authenticate all of their transmissions and, thus, they must develop a mutual trust mechanism. As previously mentioned, ITS edge analytics require: ■ computer vision techniques to extract image features, identify the environment, and detect surrounding objects ■ the ability to process heterogeneous ITS data and extract correlations between the signals of different sources ■ vehicular behavior prediction capability ■ authentication mechanisms to protect message transmission between the edge components. Hence, we detail the potential of deep-learning techniques for meeting the ITS edge analytics challenges because of their proven effectiveness [6] . Deep learning allows computational methods that are composed of multiple processing layers to learn data features with higher levels of abstraction. Next, we introduce the basics of deep learning and then discuss how deep learning is used for ITS edge analytics.
Deep Learning for Mobile Sensing in ITS
To deploy a unified edge analytics architecture, the edge components must process the ITS data in parallel using their individual processing units. Although selfdriving vehicles will be equipped with intravehicle processors, using passengers' mobile devices as well as roadside components increases the capability of edge architecture and reduces the computational load on the intravehicle processors, which, in turn, minimizes the delay caused by the ITS's data processing. At each time step, each edge component processes a portion of the ITS's data, then share its process results with other components, and ultimately, using voting methods such as random forest, the decision is made at the ITS edge. Moreover, the processing algorithms at the edge components must be efficient and suitable for complex ITS data. As shown in Figure 2 , we will study the potential of using deep neural networks (DNNs) at the edge components to process ITS data. DNNs are an emerging type of artificial neural networks (ANNs). In general, ANNs are function approximators used to recognize correlations between relevant features and the output of processed data. They consist of an input layer that represents the input signal, at least one hidden layer, and an output layer that consists of a logistic, or softmax, classifier that assigns a likelihood to a particular outcome. DNNs are [4] . In DNNs (i.e., ANNs with multiple hidden layers), each hidden layer too many "wills" trains on a distinct feature set based on the previous hidden layer's output. This is known as feature hierarchy and allows DNNs to model high-level abstractions in data, thereby learning multiple levels of representation and abstraction. Therefore, DNNs are suitable for recognizing and modeling complex features from large and high-dimensional data sets with many parameters, such as camera, lidar, radar, and vehicle dynamics readings in ITSs. Additionally, many of the DNNs can be pretrained offline by using preexisting data sets in the ITS. Then, after implantation at the ITS edge using transfer-learning algorithms, such DNNs adapt to particular ITS applications [4] . This renders DNNs suitable for meeting the edge analytics challenges of ITS discussed in the "Opportunities and Challenges of Mobile Edge Analytics in ITSs" section. Several types of DNNs can be used for ITS edge analytics. In particular, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) are used for heterogeneous data processing and automatic control, while deep recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and long shortterm memory (LSTM) are useful for vehicular dynamics estimation and ITS security. Next, we provide an in-depth discussion on how such DNN techniques can be used for reliable ITS edge analytics.
Deep Learning for ITS Edge Analytics and Mobile Sensing multimodal rBm for heterogeneous Data integration
The processing components of an ITS edge are computationally limited; therefore, handling heterogeneous ITS data is challenging. Integrating such heterogeneous sensor readings into one vector provides a better assessment of the environment as compared to using each type of data independently. Nevertheless, differences exist between sensors ranging from sampling rates to the data generation model, thus making ITS sensor integration challenging. In this regard, multimodal RBMs are a suitable tool for combining different perspectives captured in signals of multimodal data for a system with multiple sensors [14] . A multimodal RBM is implemented in the ITS edge components to identify nonintuitive features largely from cross-sensor correlations, which yields accurate estimation [1] . For instance, a system trained to simultaneously detect lane markings, cars, and pedestrians performs better than three separate systems trained in isolation, because the single network shares information among the separate tasks.
cnn-lStm for Path Planning and autonomous control
Autonomous self-driving cars require a perception system to sense their surrounding environment, such as other cars, people, lampposts, and curbs. To determine the paths of self-driving vehicles, one must combine online and offline solutions into one framework. Self-driving vehicles use an offline environmental map as one of many input data streams, combining it with other sensor readings that detect dynamic objects to better determine their paths. This allows self-driving vehicles to take actions in an online manner and at the edge, thus reducing the delay for decision making and the probability of occurrence of accidents or congestion events while increasing fuel efficiency. In this regard, CNNs are combined with a multiagent, LSTM-based deep Q-learning network (DQN) within the edge components, which accounts for the interdependence of other vehicles' actions. In particular, CNNs are used to identify objects by extracting the features from input images, as discussed in [6] . In essence, CNNs assist vehicles with identifying the locations of neighboring vehicles and detecting lane changes. These features are then fed to an LSTM-based DQN that is trained to learn an optimized sequence of steps for the vehicle based on the input features [5] . This allows self-driving cars to take a sequence of steps along their corresponding paths based on the features extracted by the CNN. Implementing such a system faces challenges, e.g., training complexity and accuracy, as a result of combining CNN and LSTM blocks, which requires further research in this area.
cnns and vehicular communication for Platoon control
Because the vehicles in a vehicular platoon have nearly identical road experiences, edge components process highly correlated and redundant data for each vehicle. Therefore, instead of processing the collected data in all of the vehicles, only the lead vehicle processes the environment and share the results with its followers using vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication links [2] . Two fundamental requirements for this procedure are 1) a correlation-detection mechanism for vehicles' data and 2) an intervehicle data-sharing infrastructure. To address these requirements, CNNs are adopted for extracting features from input images collected from cameras, lidar, and radar. Thus, the observations of a lead vehicle passing a stationary roadway are processed at the edge components using a CNN. To train such a CNN, in a supervised method, the roadway images are fed to the CNN to classify the images and detect the objects in them. Once the learning is done, the extracted features and objects as well as the lead vehicle's decision are shared with the follower vehicles and roadside infrastructure using a cellular network [12] . To this end, cellular communication technology supports vehicle-to-everything communications [2] . The follower vehicles calculate the correlation between the lead vehicle's and their own extracted features, and in case of similarity, the follower vehicles use the lead vehicle's command without processing their own observations. This, in turn, reduces the computational overhead caused by processing the observation of all of the vehicles at the edge components. To design such an approach, in a supervised method, one must consider the accuracy of detecting objects as the cost function for the CNN's training phase while accounting for the distances from the objects, because detecting the closer objects is more important in this application.
To demonstrate the benefits of the aforementioned CNN-and V2V-based solutions for platoon control at the ITS edge, we study data and decision sharing within a platoon of self-driving vehicles. We consider three vehicles that form a platoon in which each vehicle follows the vehicle located immediately ahead of it and maintains a safe distance from it. In this model, every vehicle takes images of its environment, detects objects using its own CNN, measures the distance from the surrounding objects, and decides on its own speed and wheel angle. We simulate this model for two scenarios, as illustrated in Figure 3 : 1) all vehicles independently record images from the environment, and, using their own CNN, decide on their speed and wheel angle and 2) at steady state (a system state at which the speed of vehicles converges to a particular value), only the lead vehicle records images from the environment. Next, it shares the recorded images with the follower vehicles and edge components. Then, every edge component processes a portion of images using its own CNN and shares its decision with other vehicles. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the total data load on this platoon's vehicles. Such information sharing reduces the total computation load that previously was caused by processing the follower vehicles' images. In this simulation, after 20 s, the lead vehicle reduces it speed, comes to a complete stop, then increases its speed to 40 m/s. The follower vehicles also first reduce then increase their speeds to maintain their safe spacing. After 75 s, the lead vehicle and follower vehicle 1 reach their steady state (i.e., constant speed of 40 m/s). After 225 s, the follower vehicle also reaches the steady state. Figure 3 shows that, before 75 s, all three vehicles are at a nonsteady state and, thus, they all observe their environment using their own cameras, resulting in 250 Mb/s of generated data. However, after 75 s, since the lead vehicle and first follower vehicle are at a steady state, the first follower vehicle stops recording images, receives a portion of the lead vehicle's images, processes them, and shares its decisions with the edge components; therefore, the total data generation reduces to 150 Mb/s. After 225 s, the second follower vehicle reaches the steady state, uses the images of the lead vehicle, and starts processing a portion of the lead vehicle's recorded images. Consequently, the total data generated by the platoon decreases to 75 Mb/s. Figure 3 demonstrates that information sharing by a lead vehicle results in a reduction of roughly 75%, thereby yielding a lower computational load at the edge components.
Bi-rnns for Driver Behavior Prediction
A bi-RNN processes a sequence of inputs that extract temporal features and predict a future sequence [4] . In a semiautonomous ITS, the driver behavior can be predicted by concatenating a CNN to bi-RNN blocks implemented at the edge, i.e., at the self-driving vehicles following a driver-controlled vehicle. First, the CNN extracts the spatial features of the follower vehicle such as speed, spacing, and headway from the vehicles' observation through camera, radar, or lidar. Then, the extracted features are fed to the vehicle's bi-RNNs. Consequently, the bi-RNNs recognize the behavior of the lead driver and predict its future actions. Eventually, predicting the lead driver's behavior reduces the computational load on a follower self-driving vehicle because less sensor readings from the lead driver-controlled vehicle is needed.
lStm for itS cyberphysical Security LSTM is suitable for data transmission security because it extracts information from a sequence of past data and predicts the future data sequence [4] . LSTMs can be trained to fingerprint a data sequence, which allows for authentication of messages between vehicles. In the case of unauthenticated messages from a cyberattacker, fingerprints extracted from the data sequence will not match with authenticated fingerprints. Figure 4 shows a comparison between authenticated and unauthenticated reports transmitted between vehicles, as analyzed in [15] . Here, one LSTM network is implemented to extract the signal fingerprint and then embed it in the signal. Another LSTM network is then implemented to extract fingerprints from the reported data and compare them with the embedded authenticated fingerprint set. Based on the difference between the extracted and authenticated fingerprints, cyberattacks can be detected. Figure 4 shows that the security check at the vehicle causes a delay of only 0.1 s, which is reasonable for an ITS. Figure 5 briefly overviews the various proposed deep-learning solutions.
Future Research Challenges in DNNs for ITS Edge Analytics
DNNs are a promising solution for addressing a wealth of ITS edge analytics and sensing problems. However, there exists a number of challenges that must be overcome in future research. 
Data accuracy
Deep-learning techniques require a large set of accurate data for training. Inaccurate data sets used for training result in an erroneous ANN. Because the decision-making process in an ITS requires heterogeneous types of data including a vehicle's position and speed, spacing between the vehicles, and proximity to roadside objects, data collection requires precise supervision. Moreover, in the edge architecture, vehicles, roadside sensors, and mobile devices process the data. This, in turn, results in a higher error level due to the limited capabilities of edge devices.
unpredictable Situations An ITS might encounter unpredictable situations because of the existence of randomness in drivers' behavior and environmental effects. Such unpredictable situations causes reaction delay in the system. Therefore, ITS-centric deeplearning methods must account for unpredictable situations by learning the behavior of drivers to reduce the delay caused by reacting to drivers' actions. In this case, since the driving profiles cannot be stored on the edge of the ITS because of security and memory constraints, the number of queries to the cloud increases.
Drivers opposed to Self-Driving vehicles
Although an RNN is useful in driver behavior classification and prediction, driver-controlled vehicles might also change drivers' behaviors when interacting with self-driving vehicles. To address this issue, game-theoretic solutions are developed in which the players are a self-driving vehicle Figure 4 an lStm for cyberattack detection at the vehicles [15] . A key AdvAntAge oF gAme-theoretic
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and a driver-controlled vehicle sharing the same road. The optimal distance and speed for these vehicles is derived by taking into account their dependent actions while building a platoon. A key advantage of game-theoretic approaches is their inherent ability to be implemented in a self-organizing manner at the ITS edge. Therefore, by combining game theory with an RNN, self-driving and driver-controlled vehicles interaction can be analyzed at the ITS edge.
robustness DNNs can be compromised by intentional noise injected by cyberattackers. For instance, altering some of the pixels in a traffic sign might deceive an ANN from acting properly. In general, moving the intelligence to the network's edge increases the threats of cyberattacks, and, hence, any proposed deep-learning methods must be properly secured.
Delay-intensive training Phase
The training phase of a DNN is time consuming, which makes their usage and testing nontrivial in some scenarios, especially when adding a new feature to the DNN is attempted. Hence, better training methods must be proposed to reduce the training delay. For example, federated learning approaches in the edge components can cooperatively learn the features and improve training performance.
Conclusions
In this article, we introduced a new ITS architecture that relies on edge analytics and deep learning to optimize its computation, latency, reliability, and overall operation. In particular, we investigated the potential of using deep-learning techniques to solve a plethora of edge analytics challenges in ITSs that include measurements heterogeneity, path planning, autonomous vehicle control, platoon control, semiautonomous ITSs, and cyberphysical security. For each challenge, we proposed a suitable deep-learning framework is implementable as a part of an edge computing and analytics architecture to process a vehicle's data before transmitting to the cloud. Finally, we outlined some of the key open problems regarding the implementation of deep-learning techniques for edge analytics in ITSs.
